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COUNTERING THE PROMINENCE EFFECT: HOW U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY LAWYERS CAN FULFILL
NON-PROMINENT HUMANITARIAN OBJECTIVES†
David G. Delaney* & Paul Slovic**

INTRODUCTION
How do nations decide whether to intervene militarily to prevent or stop genocide? How
do military and intelligence officers determine the severity of physical or psychological harm to
inflict on terrorism suspects? Should a nation escalate troop deployments during an armed
conflict that is assessed to be unwinnable? Public officials confronting policy challenges like
these must decide among many interests related to transnational security, morality, politics, and
the rule of law. Historical evidence and findings from decision research suggest that officials will
often decide in favor of security, even when that choice contradicts stated values and otherwise
leads to suboptimal welfare outcomes. This Article explores opportunities for lawyers advising
the U.S. president and other national security officials to change those outcomes.
The prominence effect describes challenges in making quantitative tradeoffs among
competing attributes and the likelihood that individuals will decide in favor of the more
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inherently important, defensible – i.e., prominent – attribute. This Article presents prominence as
an impediment to faithful application of transnational humanitarian law because security
considerations are more defensible than humanitarian considerations for decision makers and
their advisors. Part I describes the research behind prominence and instances when it has been
observed or hypothesized in global crises. Part II provides an overview of the national security
attorney’s roles in a variety of U.S. national security settings. Part III proposes ways for those
attorneys to help policy makers overcome prominence. Part IV discusses other opportunities to
mitigate prominence in strategic decision-making processes.
I. THE PROMINENCE EFFECT IN U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY AND HUMANITARIAN DECISION
MAKING
Given the attorney’s role in shaping the content, interpretation, and application of law
that regulates transnational security issues, it should be expected that psychological factors
affecting attorneys, the public officials they advise, and other advisors will have bearing on
decision outcomes and, ultimately, societal understandings of the rule of law. The psychology of
the environments in which attorneys provide advice on national security issues is therefore as
vital to study as the psychology of intelligence analysis,1 military communities,2 and other
security fields.3 This Part provides an overview of the prominence effect and hypothesizes its
operation in presidential transnational security decisions.
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A. Origins of the Prominence Effect
Economists, philosophers, and other students of choice have long been interested in the
influence on decisions of expressed or stated values as compared to values that are revealed
through choices. Rational choice theories typically assume that choices are consistent with
expressed values. However, a great deal of empirical research has shown that the values
indicated by these two modes of assessment often differ. One explanation for the inconsistency
has centered on the weighting of the various attributes or objectives of decision options and the
evidence for systematic discrepancies in weighting associated with expressed and revealed
preferences.
For example, an empirical study by Slovic found that difficult choices were consistently
decided in favor of the alternative that was superior on the most important attribute.4 Tversky,
Sattath, and Slovic used this finding as a springboard to a general theory of choice called the
“contingent weighting model.”5 At the heart of this model was the “prominence effect,” which
recognized that the values revealed through choices or decisions often differ predictably from
directly expressed or stated values. The essence of this effect is that, although we may have a
qualitative sense of the importance of valued attributes, we may not have a sense of the
appropriate quantitative tradeoffs when these attributes compete with one another. For example,
we highly value the lives of American military personnel, other U.S. public officials, aid
workers, and others involved in humanitarian intervention.6 But deciding how many of those
lives we are willing to put at risk in an intervention to prevent a foreign government from
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murdering its citizens in a genocide is not easy. We struggle with making tradeoffs and seek a
simple, defensible way to choose among options with important but conflicting attributes. Here
is where the prominence effect enters, influencing us, in effect, to eschew performing difficult
quantitative calculations in which we weigh and compare valued objectives, and instead choose
what is best according to the most prominent – that is the most defensible – attributes. You can’t
go wrong. You can well defend your choice to yourself and others. Moreover, this choice likely
“feels” right.
B. Prominence and Related Concepts in Transnational Security Decision Making
We view the prominence effect as playing an important but insufficiently understood role
in U.S. public policy decisions, particularly in the field of national security and foreign affairs.
The prominence effect can be thought of as an attentional spotlight on the most inherently
defensible attributes of a decision, driving those attributes to assume greater, and sometimes
extreme, priority and importance in a decision maker’s thinking. Slovic has argued that this
effect may underlie the apparent discrepancy between expressed and revealed values regarding
whether or not to act to protect large numbers of civilian lives under attack in foreign countries. 7
Specifically, he hypothesizes that security interests of the nation contemplating intervention are
the prominent considerations in this context.8 As chosen actions need to be justified, deciding in
favor of these security interests likely makes a stronger argument to the public, Congress, and
other nations than deciding in favor of protecting nameless, faceless foreign lives, no matter how
many thousands or millions of those lives are at stake.
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Academic support for this hypothesis comes from a study by Shnabel, SimantovNachlieli, and Nadler who found that people first seek to satisfy their needs for safety and
security and only then do they authorize themselves to seek the satisfaction of higher-order needs
including maintaining a positive moral image and social relatedness with others.9 Similarly,
Mikulincer, Shaver, Gillath, and Nitzberg found that people who have secure social attachments
find it easier to perceive and respond to other people’s suffering.10
In political and military arenas, there are many discussions of the threat to human rights
posed by security objectives.11 For example, with decisions pertaining to the development and
use of nuclear weapons (and indeed for most decisions involving the use of military force), the
historical record suggests that the spotlight will be on the perceived contributions to national
security interests, as in the decision to drop atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki to protect
our military personnel in the waning days of World War II, despite the likely loss of vast
numbers of Japanese lives.
But if the prominence effect is indeed infiltrating top-level policy decisions and causing
decision makers to devalue humanitarian actions, the decision makers are likely not consciously
aware of this. The prominence mechanism assumed to be driving the decision-making process is
not a consciously expressed devaluation of distant lives; this would be abhorrent to leaders who
truly do value those lives. Rather, we believe that prominent objectives, in particular those
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offering enhanced security for the intervening nation, draw attention away from less prominent
goals.
This concept of national safety and security may be perceived or expressed in numerous
ways. For example, policy makers focused on domestic security objectives likely give far less
consideration to the number of people left to die in foreign humanitarian crises than to the safety
of those at home. Alternatively, officials deciding between the use of military force to stop a
humanitarian crisis in one region or to advance counterterrorism security interests in another
region may struggle to compare abstract benefits. Another possibility is that officials expressing
a consensus desire to stop a humanitarian crisis decide not to do so because incurring U.S.
casualties – a negative safety and security value – is more prominent than the benefits U.S.
forces can achieve for other communities. In each of these different circumstances,
compensatory weighing of costs and benefits associated with seeking security and protecting
distant lives is not carefully addressed.
Decision making on such issues is, of course, more complex than described in these few
points of comparison. We also note that U.S. national safety and security interests may be
defined in humanitarian terms. Research indicates that intervening to prevent a state from failing
can minimize the spread of terrorist groups and the political violence that comes from poor social
and economic conditions.12 Senior U.S. military officers often advocate for a strong foreign aid
budget that helps stabilize states.13 But U.S. government and public support for military
intervention to achieve similar humanitarian outcomes and national security benefits is not
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consistent.14 However “security” and “humanitarian” interests may be defined in a given
decision-making moment, the essence of the prominence inquiry is whether public officials have
the opportunity to more closely align the nation’s revealed values with the nation’s expressed
values.
Michael Mazarr identifies a concept similar to prominence: nonconsequentialist decision
making driven by strategic, political, or personal imperatives – “decision makers under the
influence of an imperative are scratching an immediate itch, not thinking about the possible
outcomes of their actions.” 15 He describes the U.S. national security field and large corporations
as operating under similar pressures and constraints that leave decision makers with inadequate
time for deliberate thinking and “classic outcome-oriented utility calculations.”16 Mazarr
hypothesizes that the following concerns can arise:


imperative-driven thinking is likely to obstruct careful analysis of utilities or objectives;



imperatives are likely to generate subjective and shifting utilities rather than constant and
objective ones;



imperatives will be a function of personality, style, and strategic culture more than an
objective assessment of utilities;



decision-makers responding to imperatives will not engage in a legitimate comparison of
alternatives;
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decision-makers under the influence of an imperative will be blinded to many potential
consequences and risks outside the scope of the imperative; and



discussion of potential risks and second-order effects is likely to be downplayed and even
actively discouraged.17
Delaney has observed that prominence and imperative-driven thinking are aspects of a

broader “behavioral U.S national security environment” that must be understood more
holistically to consider how public officials deliberate and implement policies with the most
optimal welfare outcomes.18 This line of analysis extends Cass Sunstein’s broad approach to
“welfare”—whatever people believe makes their lives go well.19 Security and humanitarian
interests contribute to this notion of welfare, but neither category is inherently greater than the
other. Thus, framing the discussion in terms of welfare does not express a preference for military
intervention, providing financial aid, or any particular transnational security policy option.
Drawing on behavioral public choice theory, Delaney urges that welfare outcomes be articulated
through quantitative assessments of welfare interests addressed by transnational law – that is, the
collective body of international law and national laws that apply to a specific topic like torture,
humane treatment of combatants and prisoners, and refugees.20 He further recommends that
public officials can achieve more optimal welfare outcomes by designing decision-making
environments differently21 and developing their leadership skills.22
Taken together, Slovic’s, Mazarr’s, and Delaney’s perspectives suggest that more
rigorous study of U.S. decision-making environments can reveal important data to guide public
17
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officials in specific ways to align their security decisions with humanitarian values that they and
their predecessors have enshrined in law and policy pronouncements. Designing and conducting
that research can be difficult given the secrecy that attends U.S. national security deliberations,
often long after they occur. The starting point, however, is unquestionably the formal and
informal processes that presidents use for those discussions.
As the principal organ of formal U.S. national security decision making, the National
Security Council (NSC) is the starting point to consider how prominence affects U.S. policy.
Congress established the NSC in 1947 with three functions:
(1) advise the President with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and military
policies relating to the national security so as to enable the Armed Forces and the other
departments and agencies of the United States Government to cooperate more effectively
in matters involving the national security;
(2) assess and appraise the objectives, commitments, and risks of the United States in
relation to the actual and potential military power of the United States, and make
recommendations thereon to the President; and
(3) make recommendations to the President concerning policies on matters of common
interest to the departments and agencies of the United States Government concerned with
the national security.23
The president specifies issues for the NSC to address and establishes a committee structure to
facilitate decisions at multiple levels.24 The NSC’s membership, staffing, and processes are just
the starting point, however. Much informal decision making within agencies, among sub-groups
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of expert advisors, among the most senior officials, or with senior members of Congress
supplements the formal NSC processes.25 Other consultative bodies and processes may be
involved when economic, trade, or other policy issues are deliberated. The remainder of this
Article considers how attorneys and policy officials working in these environments might
mitigate prominence and implement policies that align more closely with humanitarian values
expressed in transnational law.

II. THE U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY ATTORNEY IN SECURITY AND HUMANITARIAN DECISION
MAKING
This Part provides an overview of attorney roles in national security policy-making
environments. It also presents an argument for attorneys to mitigate prominence and other
decisional pathologies in policy decisions. Viscusi and Gayer define these pathologies as
“behavioral failure,” that is, phenomena “that often involve departures from the individual
rationality assumptions incorporated in economists’ models of consumer choice.”26 We adopt
that term here and focus on attorneys for several reasons. First, government lawyers support
national security decision making at all levels, from the president in the White House to office
directors in federal departments and agencies. The role of attorneys is thus a constant in
otherwise variable decision-making processes. Second, lawyers have specialized education and
training in national security and humanitarian fields, particularly the law that regulates those
fields. In contrast, policy officials who are elected, appointed by the president, or promoted in
civil service ranks need not have such expertise. Engaging well-prepared attorneys in policy
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deliberations provides the opportunity to fill gaps in decision makers’ knowledge, historical
treatment of the issues, and other relevant topics. Finally, lawyers are subject to a code of
professional ethics requiring them to temper their service to the client with concurrent ethical
obligations to serve justice and the public. Unlike elected or appointed officials who consider
their actions through a lens of voter accountability and legitimacy, attorneys may be said to have
wider rule-of-law apertures because of the profession’s ethical obligations. In sum, studying the
attorney’s role in transnational security decision making provides unique opportunities to
consider both how prominence may be mitigated and how a wide range of decision-making
processes can be adjusted to enable public officials to advance more welfare-enhancing public
policies.
A. Operational and Administrative Law Functions
Lawyers in the U.S. intelligence community,27 the armed forces, and divisions of other
federal agencies address a variety of operational issues that are central to the nation’s security.
Legal and policy issues in this operational field relate to, among other things, the law of war,
treaty law and practice, criminal investigations, intelligence surveillance, clandestine operations,
seizure of foreign financial assets, and disaster preparedness and response. Operational attorneys
may also address a range of related administrative issues, including employment, contracting,
fiscal, and ethics matters that advance their agency’s national security activities. In some cases,
however, other attorneys address these administrative law issues. In this Article, “national
security attorney” refers to any lawyer involved in an operational or administrative issue that the
government considers to relate to national security.
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B. Civil Servants and Political Appointees
By a large margin, national security attorneys are career civil servants, not appointees of
the sitting president. Over the course of a career, civil servants may alternate between operational
and administrative legal roles, work in multiple agencies, or serve short-term assignments
outside their employing agency – e.g., to advise the White House-based NSC staff or apply or
develop their expertise in another agency with a similar need. Some civil servants alternate
between legal and policy positions for periods of months or years.
National security attorneys joining the government with a new president are
comparatively few. They include the White House counsel; the general counsel of departments,
agencies, and the military services; and senior staff attorneys helping these officials deliver legal
services and oversee legal support functions. Many of these attorneys have experience as federal
or state civil servants, congressional staff members, or judicial clerks. Others bring experience
only from the private sector, the president’s campaign, or political party activities.
C. Specific Roles
1. White House Attorneys
Presidents have discretion to establish and organize their legal team to suit their interests.
The White House counsel, vice president’s counsel, and NSC legal advisor are the three primary
attorneys managing legal work to support the president. The NSC legal advisor addresses any
issue arising through the NSC process to support the president, national security advisor, and
NSC members. In contrast, the White House counsel and vice president’s counsel perform a
wide range of legal and policy functions to support the president. The president may assign them
specific NSC roles to regularly address some range of national and transnational security

issues.28 Alternatively, the president may consult them informally or on a case-by-case basis
outside the normal NSC processes.
The flexibility a president may wish to exercise to alter established transnational security
decision processes within the NSC or with individual departments is exemplified by the post9/11 White House. Consider the roles played by White House Counsel Alberto Gonzales and
Vice President Cheney’s counsel David Addington in advising President Bush, the vice
president, CIA Director George Tenet, and NSA Director Michael Hayden following al Qaeda’s
2001 attacks.29 Ordinarily, the Justice Department handles Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
(FISA)30 matters and all foreign intelligence surveillance is conducted pursuant to a court order.
Neither the NSC nor White House attorneys are involved in related policy or legal decisions. In
this instance, however, the president asked the White House counsel’s office to be involved in
assessing the legality of new surveillance activity that would be conducted without FISA
warrants.31
2. The Attorney General and Assistant Attorney General for Legal Counsel
The attorney general’s role of providing “advice and opinion on questions of law when
required by the President” dates to the Judiciary Act of 1789.32 An assistant attorney general
supervising the office of legal counsel (OLC) prepares the attorney general’s formal opinions,
renders informal opinions and legal advice to government agencies, and assists the attorney
general as legal advisor to the president and as a member of, and legal advisor to, the president’s
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cabinet.33 Other than requests from the president or vice president, national security legal
questions may reach this assistant attorney general directly from the attorney general, the heads
of other justice department offices, the head of an agency (regardless of whether the official is a
member of the NSC), or a White House attorney. As the Bush administration considered options
to capture and interrogate known or suspected terrorists following the 9/11 attacks, CIA General
Counsel John Rizzo made such a request seeking clarification on whether a federal torture law34
prohibited certain proposed techniques.35
3. Agency General Counsel
The general counsel supervises all legal functions in an agency, advises on matters of law
and legal policy, and resolves legal disputes that arise within the agency under statutory authority
from Congress36 or authority delegated from the agency head. Agency general counsel advise
their NSC members – e.g., cabinet secretary or deputy secretary – to prepare them for policy
deliberations and decision meetings. In rare circumstances, the national security advisor or NSC
member may invite the general counsel to participate in a decision meeting. More frequently, the
NSC legal advisor invites agency attorneys to participate in preliminary working groups to
develop common legal policy perspectives on topics that will be presented to NSC members.
Although the scope of NSC responsibilities and number of NSC staff members have
greatly expanded over seventy years, the NSC does not address all multi-agency national security
policies. General counsel of NSC member agencies like the departments of state, defense,
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energy, and homeland security therefore spend considerable time addressing national security
issues outside NSC processes. They work within their agencies or directly with other agencies to
resolve disagreements or harmonize legal issues and operational concerns.
D. Behavioral Aspects of National Security Legal Roles
These decision-making environments have many elements in common. However, it
would be a mistake to adopt a static understanding of them given the diversity of personalities
and institutional and cultural norms. Rather, Slovic, Mazarr, and Delaney suggest that improved
behavioral understanding of these environments is essential to analyzing specific decisionmaking processes.
1. Prominence
Slovic emphasizes two elements of prominence as it affects policy decisions on the use of
military force to promote transnational humanitarian interests: 1) the public official tends toward
inaction because it is more defensible than risking U.S. lives to advance values and welfare
outcomes that are difficult to calculate; and 2) the public’s psychological posture on the issues
accords with inaction.37 That is, neither the public official nor the general public has the
information, tools, and cognitive capacity to weigh and compare the different sets of interests; so
public officials do nothing, and the public does not argue against this inaction.38
This insight can inform the analysis of the attorney’s role in numerous ways. For
example, an attorney who knows that limits on human cognition can explain decision makers’
inclinations toward inaction enables the attorney to engage public officials from a neutral
platform. That is, attorneys and other experts developing policy options or advising decision
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makers need not see political motivations as the official’s primary interest. Advisors must be
prepared to provide input that helps officials overcome prominence so they can see welfare
interests more clearly and political factors as just one category of public interest.
The public’s related incapacity to assess diverse welfare interests is also relevant to
national security attorneys because attorneys help develop public statements on crisis issues and
may be expected to make public statements to the media, Congress, courts, or others. Attorneys
must therefore be prepared to convey complex security and humanitarian issues in simple, direct
terms. Attorneys effectively become spokespersons for the administration on the specific
requirements of transnational law as well as the law’s weighing of security and humanitarian
welfare interests.
2. Decision by Imperative
The fast-paced, high-stress environment that Mazarr describes for senior U.S. national
security officials points to the need to consider strategic, political, and personal imperatives that
affect national security attorneys. Of particular concern are Mazarr’s hypotheses that
nonconsequentialist thinking reduces objective assessment of utilities, limits comparison of
alternatives, blinds officials to consequences and risks unrelated to the imperative, and
downplays or discourages consideration of risks and second-order effects. Attorneys must
consider how these concerns affect their own approach to a crisis, as well as their colleagues’
approaches to collaborative deliberations.
If imperatives eliminate a range of legal issues and options from policy discussions then
attorneys are in a disfavored position to fully advise decision makers. Discerning how
imperatives operate in any specific government decision-making environment therefore becomes
an essential activity at organizational and individual levels. Agency general counsel are

responsible for that work, and they can establish norms and policies that enable attorneys and
policy officials to conduct consequentialist thinking. Individual attorneys must also develop the
ability to discern imperatives outside their organizations because they work across organizations
and institutions with a constant flow of new attorneys and policy officials.
3. Behavioral Public Choice
Delaney argues that policy officials and the attorneys supporting them must be able to
focus on non-prominent welfare interests embodied in a field of transnational law.39 Consider,
for example, the 1984 United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (“Torture Convention”) as a cornerstone of the
transnational law of detention, interrogation, and torture.40 This treaty becomes effective in the
United States through the 1996 Torture Statute.41 National security attorneys of various
experience levels in numerous federal agencies may be called on to advise policy officials on a
wide range of specific parameters in this body of law, including the definition of torture,42 the
requirement to educate public officials on the law,43 or decisions of courts applying the law or
interpreting similar terms.44 The most senior and experienced national security attorneys advising
the president, cabinet members, and other senior officials serve broader organizational and
institutional interests. Adopting a behavioral public choice perspective on a body of transnational
law can help them assess and advise officials on its broader welfare interests.
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There are two essential components of a behavioral public choice perspective on
transnational law. The first is a behavioral economic analysis of the law to identify and quantify
relevant welfare interests that policy and legal officials may find difficult to describe with
particularity and then balance through quantitative tradeoffs. This approach builds on behavioral
understandings of how law is created, interpreted, applied, and enforced. Behavioral accounts of
international law, like those of U.S. law, should be expected to explain the content and purposes
of law better than traditional economic theory.45 These accounts involve new formulations of the
law’s goals and parameters, for example, by quantifying the liberty interests of detainees or the
harms to rule-of-law principles that national and international communities seek to avoid. Thus,
the welfare benefits of banning or making criminal certain behaviors – e.g., torture, crimes
against humanity, genocide – can be expressed in behavioral economic terms to help officials
make tradeoffs between security interests and other interests.
The second component of a behavioral public choice perspective on transnational law is
understanding the behavioral influences that lead public officials and the general public to
suboptimal policy choices under the law. A national public seized by security fears may exhibit
the prominence effect unless news reports, public discourse, and political dialogue mitigate it. As
public officials seek to implement the law or carry out the public interest, their own personal
biases and other behavioral influences can affect the policy and legal positions they develop –
what Viscusi and Gayer term the “behavioral paradox.”46
There are thus three different formulations of transnational law’s welfare interests. The
first is the behavioral economic assessment of welfare interests the law expressed when it was
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created. The second is the general public’s assessment at some future time – measured perhaps
through polls or surveys – revealing a polity’s interests in those same welfare interests during a
crisis moment. The third is provided by public officials whose policy choices reveal differences
from the first two assessments.
Viscusi and Gayer’s paradox describes the difference between the second and third
welfare assessments. For example, there may be strong public support for intervening with
military force to stop a genocide, but government officials decide not to do so. Behavioral
failures of public officials contribute to those decisions resulting in welfare-reducing policies. Of
equal behavioral public choice interest is what we term the “humanitarian paradox.” This is the
difference between transnational law’s expressed humanitarian interests (the first assessment)
and the policies adopted by a national government or the international community (third
assessment).
These issues require deeper exploration than can be accomplished in this Article. The
essential point in identifying a humanitarian paradox here is that government officials’
behavioral failures contribute to the welfare-reducing policies in ways that can be quantified and
analyzed. As government’s primary experts on the law, national security attorneys are in
positions of responsibility to identify the concerns for client officials and practice law in ways
that minimize prominence and other behavioral failures.
Well-established prohibitions like those against torture, war crimes, or genocide, all of
which have evolved since the late nineteenth century, emerge because those acts have occurred
with sufficient regularity, significance, and horror to mobilize political communities and heads of
state to record the human experience and promote humanitarian interests against competing
physical security concerns. Rule-of-law objectives among nations thus include the desire to resist

prominent safety and security interests arising in crisis moments. National security attorneys
have opportunities to help reduce the humanitarian paradox and improve democratic governance
by engaging their client officials in discussions that emphasize the law’s expressed values.
It is, however, the unusual national security attorney who will possess the expertise to
advise on transnational law this way, let alone conduct economic and behavioral assessments of
the law themselves. Attorneys are also unlikely to understand how prominence, imperatives,
biases, and other behavioral failures affect the judgments and decisions that they, their
supervisors, and policy makers bring to deliberative processes. That base of knowledge is
essential to understand how any public official involved in a policy decision can introduce – or
fail to mitigate – individual or systemic behavioral failures that influence outcomes.47
National security attorneys, however, are familiar with describing the risks involved in
violating legal norms, consequences for the communities involved, and otherwise framing legal
and policy issues in rule-of-law terms. As well-prepared advisors they are also accustomed to
addressing moral, social, political, and other issues that relate to the client’s policy choices.48
Behavioral public choice analysis of foreign policy decisions builds on that foundation to
describe more specifically the rule-of-law interests and variables in a given policy choice.
Whether attorneys are able to provide that perspective themselves or draw on outside expertise,
those who embrace this understanding can envision how they can be most effective mitigating
prominence in their own actions and within their decision-making environments.
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III. MITIGATING PROMINENCE IN U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY DECISION MAKING

This Part proposes steps national security attorneys can take to advance the less
prominent, highly desirable humanitarian welfare interests embodied in transnational law. The
primary focus is on presidential decisions and the institutional outlook that attorneys can provide
when advising the president. Section B describes three types of decision tools that can help
mitigate prominence in policy decisions. Part III concludes with five recommendations to help
national security attorneys use these tools to fulfill their obligations under professional ethics
rules.
A. Mitigating Prominence in Presidential Decisions
The Constitution empowers and authorizes the president to provide for the nation’s
security in numerous ways. Article II authorizes the president to repel sudden attacks to preserve
the nation’s physical security even without a declaration of war from Congress. As commander
in chief the president issues orders and sets military policy prescribing operational and
administrative parameters for many security functions. As chief diplomat the president enters
into international security agreements and concludes treaties with the Senate’s advice and
consent. Federal courts reviewing presidential security decisions give significant deference to the
executive’s perception of security needs,49 and it is the rare moment when judges find
presidential overreach soon after the executive’s policy decision.50 Security values are thus well
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expressed in the Constitution and revealed in public decision making. When the nation confronts
truly existential threats, policy tradeoffs understandably weigh in favor of at least some security
interests. However, behavioral public choice analysis of such moments would bring greater
understanding of the relative tradeoffs, improve deliberation, and should result in fewer welfarereducing policies.
Lawyers serving the president can prepare to mitigate prominence by considering their
role from institutional, organizational, and individual perspectives. An institutional approach
takes particular account of the office of the presidency and the executive’s functions advancing
international and national rule-of-law interests. The organizational perspective focuses the
presidential lawyer on her opportunity to design decision-making environments and participate
in organizational activities to improve decisions. The individual perspective emphasizes the
attorney’s ability to mitigate prominence both in herself and in those she advises.
Serving as an effective attorney in all three dimensions presents different challenges. An
effective institutional advisor draws on many relevant sources of law to consider trends and
objectives in society. The institutional attorney helps government overcome the humanitarian
paradox when the Constitution’s humanitarian values are greater than those revealed in other
applicable law. Thurgood Marshall was an effective institutional attorney in advocating
constitutional equality in education when state laws required segregated education. 51 In the
realm of domestic security, attorney general Francis Biddle’s recommendation against
evacuating Americans of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast during World War II
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demonstrates the complex balancing of liberty interests, security, and rule-of-law norms that fall
to the attorney advising the president. Whether as attorney general, White House counsel, or
other attorney advising the president or vice president, the accomplished institutional lawyer
similarly recognizes that while security interests are always present, threats are rarely matters of
state survival52 and truly existential risks are few.53 The attorney is thus an essential discussant
when seemingly paramount security threats are offered to justify welfare-reducing policies.
The White House counsel, NSC legal advisor, attorney general, and agency general
counsel set policy for the delivery of legal support to the president and other senior policy
makers, thus they are primarily responsible for organizational steps to mitigate prominence.
Among other things, they determine how public officials obtain legal advice, whether that advice
is committed to writing, and how legal disputes are resolved among government entities.
Knowing how the prominence effect operates would enable these senior political appointees and
civil-service attorneys to identify it and work with other organizational leaders to mitigate it.
Mitigating prominence at the individual level is an important foundation for improving
outcomes at the organizational and institutional levels. But it requires a regard for and grounding
in behavioral science and leadership that is not common in legal education or the legal
profession. Attorneys may therefore resist the kind of reflection and development opportunities
that prepare them to bring such issues into discussion with other public officials.
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An additional complicating factor is the likelihood that public officials view legal and
policy issues through theoretical lenses that magnify the prominence effect rather than mitigate
it. A presidency won on a platform of military intervention or non-intervention surely bounds the
attorney’s ability to contribute to policy and legal deliberations. Likewise, a national security
team comprising White House and agency officials who subscribe to a neoconservative,
neoliberal, or other theoretical framing of global affairs is likely to approach any new event with
theoretical parameters – perhaps imperatives – in mind regarding the meaning of the law or the
policy options available to public officials.
In an extreme case, physical security concerns are so prominent in the elites’ theoretical
framing of issues that both the behavioral economic and public assessments of law’s values are
deemed irrelevant. For example, a policy of first-use nuclear weapons or cyberwar to deter or
respond to disproportionately low security threats signals that the balance of welfare interests
embodied in the United Nations Charter, the international law of armed conflict, and nuclear
non-proliferation treaties leans too heavily toward humanitarian and other non-security welfare
interests. In this environment, policy and legal officials with different perspectives have limited
opportunity to influence individual, organizational, and institutional efforts to recalibrate the
welfare assessment. The law and the national security attorney are largely irrelevant.
B. Tools to Overcome Prominence
Attorneys who approach decision making both as a discipline and with a view to
mitigating prominence and other behavioral failures in transnational security decisions can do so
in a variety of ways. Gregory, Harstone, and Slovic have begun assessing specific methods to
improve welfare outcomes in the context of genocide interventions.54 The following discussion
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of decision analysis, value-focused thinking, and choice architecture describes three specific
ways to make welfare benefits of transnational law more prominent in these and other foreign
policy decisions.
1. Decision Analysis
A primary goal of decision analysis is to bring simplifying structures and processes to
complex decision environments. Objectives hierarchies, means-ends networks, consequence
tables, and expert elicitations are tools that can provide such simplicity, and former senior
government officials have found them useful as they considered alternative responses to a
hypothetical genocide.55 More rigorous study of government decision-making environments is
needed to improve the ways decision tools are used to address specific transnational issues.
Existing decision tools and processes provide an important starting point for that
research. Military and intelligence communities, for example, have long used decision analysis
to make fiscal and operational policy choices within agencies, among multiple agencies, and
with Congress. To the extent that those predominate in NSC and other processes where nonprominent humanitarian issues arise, they provide an opportunity to consider how public officials
consider risk, security concerns of various types, and welfare interests of transnational law. The
attorney’s engagement in such processes is vital to consider, and ideal studies will focus on the
life cycle of policy development from the White House to all involved government agencies.
2. Value-Focused Thinking
Value-focused thinking is “a style of thinking that concentrates more and earlier on
values” to generate creative alternatives that are consistent with those values.56 Value-focused
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thinking by national security attorneys has at least three important attributes. It broadens
attorneys’ field of vision to include law’s values, not just its permissions and prohibitions; it
promotes organizational awareness of these values in government agencies; and it enables
sophisticated discussion of those values with other U.S. public officials and international
partners. Each of these attributes helps overcome prominence.
Dwelling on law’s values instead of its narrow prohibitions and permissions is the
foundational aspect of value-focused thinking for attorneys. Prosecutors perform general valuesfocused assessments when they decide whether to pursue investigations, seek indictments for
specific offenses, and retry cases that have ended in a hung jury. They are concerned with broad
notions of justice and the public interest.
For national security attorneys this means understanding the historical events that led to
international treaties and U.S. laws. It means seeking to understand the value objectives of those
sources of law as much as their specific terms. It also means understanding relevant policy issues
and the advance of legal theory over generations.
National security attorneys taking a value-focused perspective on the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, for example, would identify a trend to promote humane treatment and
reduce suffering of those affected by conflict. A values-focused perspective of this sort may be
common in the departments of state and defense where the conventions are negotiated, applied,
and advanced with international stakeholders. Civil servants in other agencies and political
appointees may have only faint historical awareness of the conventions and their function
advancing humanitarian principles. To overcome prominence, public officials addressing policy

For a more expansive treatment of value-focused thinking see Ralph L. Keeney, VALUE-FOCUSED THINKING: A
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issues related to the conventions must be able to obtain a value-focused perspective on them on
short timelines.
3. Choice Architecture
Choice architecture is a decision design tool that can be used to shape decision
environments.57 Where prominence or other behavioral failures prevent policy officials from
considering humanitarian interests and moral dimensions of policy issues, choice architecture
makes them salient and overcomes the cognitive shortcomings that emphasize physical security.
It is a tool that attorneys and policy officials can use to improve decision making in many ways.
The NSC legal advisor and assistant attorney general for legal counsel play the most
consequential legal roles in many national security policy decisions. The formal and informal
processes they use to develop their advice for the president and other executive branch officials
are, in turn, the most important to design to overcome behavioral failures. How those officials
gather information, conduct legal analysis, formulate legal options, and convey their advice are
all relevant considerations.
The general counsel of a national security agency is no less important than the president’s
legal team. Given their authority to set policy on the delivery of legal services and the way policy
decisions incorporate legal issues, the chief legal officers of these agencies are in positions to
review procedures with a view to making changes based on choice architecture and other design
tools. The general counsel also has extraordinary opportunity to affect how the agency head and
other senior advisors address humanitarian interests and values in that agency’s national security
work.
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C. Professional Ethics and the National Security Legal Advisor
The American Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct and the
enforceable ethics codes of each state provide important reference points for the ways
individuals and organizations design the national security legal support environment. The
attorney’s role as advisor and the attorney’s responsibilities serving a public organizational client
are two critical components of overcoming prominence. There are many more relevant areas to
explore than can be addressed here, but these two enable lawyers and their public clients to
consider norms for sound ethical practice, their own behavioral influences on policy decisions,
and opportunities to improve decision environments.
Model Rule 2.1 addresses the attorney’s role as advisor in two important respects. The
first is the explicit duty for attorneys to "exercise independent professional judgment and render
candid advice."58 Most national security attorneys work in hierarchical organizations that place
explicit or implicit pressures on the attorney’s independence. The attorney general, agency
general counsel, NSC legal advisor, or assistant attorney general for legal counsel may feel those
pressures in cabinet meetings, NSC meetings, or agency meetings during which policy officials
challenge the attorney’s judgment on the scope of the law, the risks of various courses of action,
or the plausibility of legal arguments that enable certain policy options. Junior attorneys may feel
similar pressures from client officials they serve, more senior attorneys, or supervisory attorneys
or senior colleagues with greater responsibility for a court case or other legal issue.
The independence and candor of the national security attorney’s advice has proven to be
consequential in any number of recent historical moments. From the internment of Japanese-
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Americans59 to post-9/11 security programs,60 government attorneys have struggled to perform
their assigned public duties in ways that fulfill their duty to render independent, candid advice.
Their challenges are undoubtedly more complicated than those of other government attorneys
because helpful information may be classified and therefore kept from them. Since the
uninformed attorney is certainly less likely to be able to serve as an effective legal advisor, the
issue of attorney access to classified information warrants further inquiry, and perhaps special
treatment under the Model Rules and state ethics codes.61
The second and equally important dimension of Model Rule 2.1 is that “[i]n rendering
advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic,
social and political factors, that may be relevant to the client's situation." The language is
permissive and allows flexibility as to how an attorney draws on non-legal issues to help a client
solve complex problems. It also helps guide national security lawyers away from serving public
officials – a president, cabinet official, senior appointed advisor, or career civil servant – as mere
tools of the political trade.62 Rule 2.1 makes it proper for national security attorneys to inquire
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into a client official’s motives, related policy interests and goals, and awareness of broader
contextual factors, including the meaning and objectives of relevant transnational law. In this
respect the national security attorney’s ethical duty as an advisor encompasses a duty to be
prepared to advise on non-legal issues and to develop the courage and capacity to do so even in
the most challenging circumstances.63
As a general rule, national security attorneys are advisors to organizational government
clients, not individual public officials. Most are employed by the secretary or general counsel of
a department or agency and so obligated to serve the organization as a whole. Model Rule 1.13
guides national security lawyers in this area, as it does private attorneys advising nongovernment organizations.64 Even the attorney general, NSC legal advisor, White House counsel
and vice-president’s counsel – who may view their function as personal counselor or confidant to
the president or vice president – must consider their obligations to the office of the presidency or
vice presidency, or the entire executive branch, or the government as a whole when considering
their ethical responsibilities.65
Key provisions for the national security attorney include: referring violations of law that
can substantially injure the organization to higher authorities in the organization for resolution;66
disclosing confidential information to the extent necessary to prevent substantial injury to the
organization;67 and explaining the identity of the attorney’s client when discussing matters with
organization officials whose interests are adverse to the organization.68 These rules have
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important consequences for how attorneys work individually and collaboratively to deliver
national security legal support.
Determining the proper way to resolve suspected violations of law can be fraught with
peril, particularly when disclosing confidential information to prevent unlawful activity and
substantial injury to the government or the public. Justice Department national security attorney
Thomas Tamm’s experience working on post-9/11 electronic surveillance programs points to
some of the challenges. Upon learning in 2004 that the government had conducted electronic
surveillance outside the procedures established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,
Tamm asked attorney colleagues and senior policy officials to explain the lawful basis for
obtaining and using the information to petition the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court for
approval to conduct broader electronic surveillance.69 His level of security clearance did not
entitle him to higher-level information, namely that President Bush had approved the program on
legal advice from White House attorneys and the attorney general. Tamm faced a choice about
how to inquire into government action that appeared to be unlawful: report the activity, possibly
by disclosing confidential information, or accept assurances that the attorney general had
satisfactorily resolved the legal issue.
Given Tamm’s opportunity to report the suspected wrongdoing to the Justice Department
inspector general or other government official, his decision to reveal the information to The New
York Times70 is not clearly lawful or preferred. Indeed, the Justice Department conducted a
criminal investigation into his actions and waited until 2010 to decide not to file charges.71 The
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District of Columbia Board on Professional Responsibility continued to review the
circumstances of Tamm’s disclosure for another six years, at which point the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals approved72 a negotiated disciplinary agreement resulting in public
censure for violating Rule 1.6 of the District of Columbia Rules of Professional Conduct73
relating to attorney-client confidences.
The episode demonstrates that faithful adherence to professional ethics rules can be
particularly murky and difficult in the national security field. Organizational and institutional
pressures and constraints include the national security classification system that limits attorney
access to important information. The prominence effect may also be a factor. For example, the
security benefits of programs that attorneys support on a day-to-day basis may be tangible and
highly salient to the attorney compared to seemingly abstract, remote welfare benefits involving
civil liberties protections or notions of good governance. And when the lawfulness of
organizational activity is in question, the responses of legal supervisors or senior policy officials
may reveal individual, organizational, or institutional balances between prominent and nonprominent welfare interests that preclude the attorney’s full exploration, reporting, and resolution
of the questionable activity. As in Tamm’s case, officials may assume or describe national
security imperatives for certain policies, regardless of how non-prominent values may be
assessed. All of these factors contribute to the behavioral paradox and humanitarian paradox.
Professional ethics rules provide a basis for attorneys to initiate discussion with senior attorneys
and policy officials to fully explore and resolve ethics concerns of the sort Tamm identified. But
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attorneys and clients likely need decision analysis, value-focused thinking, choice architecture,
or other tools to minimize the paradoxes and improve compliance with ethics rules.
The theoretical frameworks an attorney brings to policy and legal deliberations also
contribute to the behavioral paradox. The scope of the president’s authority in domestic and
international law viewed through the lens of the unitary executive theory74 or the humanitarian
justification for the use of military force under international law75 are but two of the many ways
the attorney influences policy outcomes. Model Rules 1.2 and 1.3 provide guideposts in this area
by requiring, respectively, that clients make certain decisions in the course of legal
representation76 and by specifying that a lawyer’s duty of diligence includes a duty to advocate
with zeal on the client’s behalf.77 But these rules may exacerbate the paradoxes when attorneys
and clients share similar theoretical views because their behavioral influences are not checked
through discussion and debate. Most troubling are the circumstances when policy officials either
seek legal advice that favors a particular course of action or simply adopt a course of action that
the likeminded attorney is expected to approve. These approaches to national security decisions
operate like imperatives and greatly increase the opportunity for non-prominent values to be
marginalized or discounted in the delivery of legal support.
National security attorneys can take the following five steps both to mitigate prominence
and promote compliance with professional ethics rules. The recommended steps draw on
decision analysis, value-focused thinking, and choice architecture to suggest how lawyers and
policy officials can begin assessing and improving legal support to foreign policy decision-
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making processes. Since attorneys are typically not taught or trained to accomplish such steps,
these recommendations also serve as a proposal for improving the academic and professional
development paths for attorneys fulfilling public duties.
1. Specify the individual, organizational, or institutional client.
Attorneys who specify the client or clients to whom they direct their legal advice enable
more meaningful deliberation among public officials at different levels and across government
entities. This enables officials to determine whether additional expertise or different client
perspectives need to be brought into discussion. The simplest way to specify the client is to
address a legal memo to named individuals—the president, agency head, or office director. This
focuses officials’ attention on the realm of legal and policy questions associated with individual,
organizational, and institutional policy interests. Attorneys delivering oral legal advice will need
an opportunity to clearly state the client they are serving, and perhaps how the advice may differ
for other organizational clients involved in the decision.
2. Provide written advice on humanitarian and other non-prominent welfare interests.
Written legal advice promotes attention to non-prominent welfare interests of relevant
law when the document directly addresses those interests. Separating that discussion from other
parts of the attorney’s memorandum makes the issues more salient. At a minimum, written legal
advice can include a short statement of the law’s non-prominent welfare objectives and the
attorney’s candid advice on related policy interests. The attorney who views the advisory
function as strictly constrained to legal issues may prefer to draft such a statement narrowly.
Those who believe the client’s interests call for consideration of other related interests might
draft more robust advice. Similarly, the attorney inquiring into the lawfulness of an

organization’s actions to resolve a concern under Model Rule 1.13 may need to include this kind
of advice in written materials submitted to supervisors and more senior organization officials.
3. Establish an organizational ethics review process.
Attorneys serving public organizational clients on national security issues confront
unique ethics issues that do not arise in other practice settings. Creating an organizational
process to explore attorneys’ concerns can help them resolve those issues in ways that enhance
the effectiveness of both the ethics rules and public policy processes. A diverse panel of
attorneys that can be consulted in confidence enables deeper exploration of the attorney’s
concern, particularly if there is concern about a senior official’s involvement in unlawful
conduct. While each attorney remains responsible for complying with applicable ethics rules, the
group can be engaged to develop courses of action and help navigate organizational and
institutional processes. For example, when the ethics rules require an attorney to seek resolution
of the issue from a senior organizational client, the ethics panel could facilitate that process and
recommend additional steps if the concern is not resolved.
4. Develop value-focused cultural norms on legal and policy issues.
Value-focused thinking enables groups of public officials addressing common issues of
transnational law to identify common values and policy objectives. It pervades an organization
when it creates a culture centered on core values and leads to organizations and processes
reflecting those values. Independently or in concert with client offices, attorneys can formalize
processes and norms around common values articulated by relevant law. Rather than mandating
or precluding any particular policy outcome, the goal is to help keep prominent interests from
dominating debate.

5. Redesign decision spaces and processes.
Choice architecture and decision analysis offer many ways to mitigate prominence.
Considerations include the appearance of the physical space, the membership of the decision
group, the ways participants contribute to discussions, and the ways supporting staffs develop
and present options and supporting information. The meeting room might include displays of
legal text (e.g., “No exceptional circumstances whatsoever…may be invoked as a justification of
torture”78), visual images of those protected by law (e.g., photos of refugees), or even
professional ethics rules (e.g., “a lawyer may refer…to moral, economic, social and political
factors, that may be relevant to the client's situation”) to focus participants on non-prominent
considerations. Asking participants to write down their preferred policy choice before discussion
begins provides an opportunity to discuss diverse views instead of allowing group members to be
swayed by early speakers. Staff members can also develop agendas, sequence policy options, and
use presentation formats that avoid imperatives and do not emphasize prominent interests.
These recommendations for attorneys draw on behavioral studies, and client officials can
take similar or reciprocal steps to mitigate prominence. Nevertheless, the precise benefits of
these and other decision tools in foreign policy decisions cannot be known without studying
unique national security decision making environments. We anticipate, for example, that
studying the environments in which humanitarian intervention options are formulated,
deliberated, and decided will identify numerous opportunities to mitigate prominence and reduce
or eliminate the need for military intervention. Until such work can be undertaken, attorneys and
policy makers can also consider other ways to mitigate prominence.
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IV. OTHER OPPORTUNITIES TO OVERCOME PROMINENCE
As the foregoing discussion suggests, existing research on prominence and other
behavioral issues enables public officials to improve foreign policy decision-making in large and
small ways. However, officials may feel that they lack expertise to apply that research in their
organizations. Conducting formal studies of policy, legal, classification, and other decisionmaking activity by the NSC, Joint Chiefs of Staff, or other inter-agency or intra-agency national
security entities can specify ways attorneys and other public officials can overcome prominence.
But additional research takes time, and officials may be unlikely to make changes unless they are
made throughout the national security system. This Part discusses three ways officials may be
inclined to proceed: employing experts to mitigate prominence; framing humanitarian values as
security values; and waiting for Congress to reform the national security system.
A. An Advocate for Humanitarian Values in Transnational Law79
Given the diffusion of national security decision making across many government
entities, culture and practice in many of those environments would have to change significantly
for attorneys or others to overcome prominence in meaningful ways. One opportunity to begin
that work is to identify an expert to participate in national security decision-making forums to
help public officials overcome prominence in a variety of ways. This expert’s primary role
would be to serve as an advocate for transnational law’s humanitarian and other non-prominent
expressed values in discussions with decision makers and key advisors. The advocate’s
secondary role would be to identify and recommend changes to policy-making processes.
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To fulfill these roles, the advocate serving the president, cabinet secretary, or other
national security agency would ideally have expertise in three core areas: 1) prominence and
related behavioral factors; 2) relevant humanitarian and other transnational law and policy; and
3) emotional intelligence to develop and deliver advice most effectively. Supplemental expertise
in behavioral economics and decision design tools is desirable. This is an uncommon set of
expertise and skills to find in one person, but legal, human rights, decision science, leadership,
and other fields are fertile grounds to identify and develop individuals with this role in mind.
B. Presidential Decisions
The effective advocate serving the president as decision maker would have to be a fulltime or “special” government employee80 to comply with ethics laws81 and hold a security
clearance in order to participate in all policy discussions with the president, coordinate regularly
with the national security advisor and senior staff members, and have the ability to call and
design meetings to mitigate prominence. The president can define and formalize the advocate’s
roles in a policy directive along with other NSC processes, as is common at the start of each
administration. Alternatively, Congress can create such a position by amending the National
Security Act.82 Both branches have recently deliberated similar ways to make institutional
improvements to national security processes, albeit in different fields and forms.
In 2012 President Obama brought greater attention to genocide and other humanitarian
crises by assembling a group of government officials to form an Atrocities Prevention Board that
operated within the NSC staff.83 They brought deep expertise on genocide and mass atrocities to
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NSC discussions, thereby raising awareness of non-prominent humanitarian values in
presidential decision processes. In 2016 President Obama issued an executive order to formalize
the Board’s structure, responsibilities, and protocols.84 If continued, the Board’s work could help
mitigate prominence and accomplish part of the task of a non-government advocate for
humanitarian values.
There are two key differences between the Board and the advocate role proposed here. Of
greatest importance is the advocate’s specified role participating directly in discussions with the
president and other principal NSC members. The well-prepared advocate can mitigate
prominence in the decision-making moment as a complement to the Board’s work improving the
NSC staff’s knowledge and day-to-day activities. Additionally, the advocate proposed here
would have responsibility to advise on refugee crises, interrogation and torture, and other
transnational legal issues, not just genocide and mass atrocities. The advocate for humanitarian
values thus improves on the Board’s ability to mitigate prominence in presidential foreign policy
decisions.
Congress’s consideration of outside experts to improve national security decisions and
welfare outcomes has arisen in the context of reforming U.S. foreign intelligence surveillance
procedures, specifically by changing practices of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
(FISC). Like the president, the FISC assesses a host of legal norms and welfare interests under
relevant law. Domestic and global U.S. security interests constitute the primary aim of the
executive branch’s request for a warrant to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance. The FISC’s
institutional role, which Congress determined to be necessary to check the executive branch, is to
strike a balance between the prominent security values the Department of Justice advocates and
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the broader, less prominent welfare interests and values embodied in applicable law and rule-oflaw processes themselves. The privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties interests of individuals
subject to surveillance are primary considerations. But the FISC’s purview extends to broader
notions of good governance in a rule-of-law society that are presumed to be formulated and
presented by a security agency.
In 2014 the President’s Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB)
recommended two specific ways non-government experts could improve FISC practices.85 The
appointment of “special advocates” and “special masters” to advise the FISC on technology,
surveillance authority, privacy, civil rights, civil liberties, and other issues became two of the
PCLOB’s three most important proposed surveillance reforms.86 In essence, the recommendation
is that the FISC needs significant additional expertise to serve as an adequate institutional check
on the executive’s balancing of welfare interests. These conclusions expanded similar FISCspecific recommendations from a review group comprising scholars and former government
officials.87 Such changes have garnered broad public support, but the president cannot implement
them without new law and funding, and Congress has not acted on them. The recommendations
of both bodies nevertheless serve as valuable analogs to demonstrate how outside experts can
improve government decision making.
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C. Other National Security Decision Environments
Departments and agencies may wish to use experts as advocates in similar ways for the
many national security decisions that never reach the president or the NSC. To be most effective
serving a cabinet secretary at the department level, the advocate should have access to policy
development, deliberation, and decision-making forums across the agency and with other
collaborating agencies. The agency head can designate the advocate to participate in all
departmental activity and even represent the department in other government forums like the
Atrocities Prevention Board. But as an expert serving a single department, she would not
necessarily be permitted to participate in policy forums convened by other agencies. This limits
the advocate’s effectiveness and demonstrates the importance of developing integrated
approaches to mitigating prominence across the executive branch.
As with presidential-level advocates, those serving department heads must have adequate
access to classified information that informs risk decisions. Ideally, the advocate works with the
president, department head, and other “original classification authorities” to mitigate prominence
when they first balance threat, risk, and welfare interests to decide how information is classified
to prevent specific harms related to unauthorized public disclosure of the information.88 Such
interactions may build sufficient trust for the advocate to receive “top secret” and
“compartmented” information about covert action, intelligence collection programs, and other
activities to identify and advise on welfare interests and policy outcomes associated with those
foreign policy functions. Even with access to “secret” or “confidential” classified information
(the public release of which is linked to national security harms perceived to cause, respectively,
“serious damage” and “damage” to the nation’s security)89 advocates can influence a wide range
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and significant volume of policy and legal deliberations within the departments of state, defense,
homeland security, and justice. Therefore, it is valuable for all national security entities to seek
opportunities for an advocate to improve their most important decision processes.
D. Potential Drawbacks to Using an Advocate for Humanitarian Values
Hiring an expert to advocate for law’s humanitarian values is not without potential
negative consequences. The first is that public officials who work with the advocate may cede to
the advocate all responsibility for quantifying and advocating for non-prominent interests.
Instead of attempting to balance the law’s various interests when developing policy options,
public officials may dwell exclusively on security concerns. This places an excessive burden on
the advocate, and prominence is reinforced in these policy officials rather than mitigated. To
guard against this, the advocate’s role must be understood to complement and improve officials’
work, not substitute for their own efforts to fulfill the Constitution’s charge that the executive
“take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”90
The second significant concern is that the advocate’s presence will be used as false proof
that an administration’s decisions take humanitarian interests as seriously as security interests.
To guard against this, the advocate must be as highly regarded and trusted as others advising the
decision maker. The advocate must also have real opportunities to present and discuss
transnational welfare interests. She may need authority to present her advice independently to
peer advisors and decision makers instead of being just another participant in a large meeting.
To be clear, overcoming the prominence effect does not have specific policy outcomes
that can be forecasted in advance. That is, there is no expectation that an advocate will always
recommend the use of military force for a peacekeeping mission, to provide relief in an emerging
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refugee crisis, or to intervene when genocide is a concern. Rather, the advocate will increase
attention to the overall welfare benefits of those options and other opportunities to advance
transnational law’s humanitarian objectives. She will help quantify and make salient in
humanitarian and rule-of-law terms the values the international community has expressed in law
and aspires to achieve. Decision makers will be better able to compare options according to
criteria included in behavioral economic analyses of transnational law – perhaps lives saved,
suffering avoided, peace maintained, or other factors.
As described here, an advocate for humanitarian interests has a good opportunity to
rapidly mitigate the prominence effect at individual, organizational, and institutional levels.
Taking this step along with others enables U.S. political appointees and civil servants to assess
and improve their decision processes and outcomes. It also enables advocates and public officials
to learn from each other, promote insightful dialogue, and engage international actors in new
ways. As a starting point, the White House, cabinet agencies, and other NSC member agencies
would identify advocates to work with and through the NSC, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Atrocities
Prevention Board, and similar existing decision-making bodies.91
E. Humanitarian Values as Security Values
Like the government attorney who can effectively advise on non-prominent dimensions
of transnational law, an advocate for humanitarian values speaks directly to rule-of-law
considerations other than security. An alternative approach to discussing non-prominent welfare
interests with legal and policy officials is to present them in terms of their security value. This
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alternative approach borrows from securitization theory, which posits that presenting policy
issues in terms of security garners government attention and resources.92
A lawyer or policy official who securitizes transnational torture law may recommend
strict compliance with the Torture Convention, U.S. Torture Statute, and implementing materials
like the U.S. Army Field Manual because to do otherwise would result in detrimental security
outcomes – perhaps less reliable intelligence, similar techniques used against captured U.S.
service members, or long-term animosity toward the United States. While this approach may
seem appealing and plausible, particularly if decision makers will not otherwise consider nonprominent values and interests, it does not overcome prominence. Instead, it reinforces the
cognitive attention to security, even where other interests are demonstrably greater. It is therefore
a disfavored method of approaching the law and mitigating behavioral failures like prominence.
One rationale for encouraging a behavioral public choice approach to humanitarian
values over securitization theory is rooted in cognitive science and democratic theory.93 The
prominence effect describes the cognitive inclination toward defensible positions as against some
competing set of interests, however defined. Proposing to securitize humanitarian values to gain
government attention and resources ignores the cognitive reality that people will still reveal
preferences for the stronger security cases and more defensible positions. For example, when
balancing the security benefits of obtaining useful intelligence through torture against the
security benefits of not using torture, prominence almost certainly inclines executive branch
officials toward using torture because it is the more defensible position for those exercising
exclusive government authority to prevent harm to the public. It is also challenging for officials
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to envision the circumstances when the security benefits of not using torture would be realized
and outweigh the benefits of using torture.
The importance of advancing behavioral public choice studies in this area is clarified
when considering that such government choices may differ from the public’s preferences that
accord with legal prohibitions. This behavioral paradox is evident in the public’s opinion of the
government’s post-9/11 interrogation programs. Gallup surveys in October 2001 and January
2005, respectively, reveal that 53% and 59% of Americans were not willing to have U.S.
government officials “torture known terrorists if they know details about future terrorist attacks
in the U.S.”94 Compare these results with Pew Research Center surveys between 2004 and 2007
in which 49-54% of Americans said that torture can never (27-32%) or rarely (17-25%) be
“justified against suspected terrorists to gain key information.”95 There are fundamental
questions of democratic legitimacy and governance to explore when public officials make
decisions that are contrary to the public’s embrace of humanitarian and rule-of-law principles. In
addition to better understanding prominence and other behavioral factors that lead government
officials astray, it is essential to define this humanitarian paradox in more specific terms.
Giving shape to the humanitarian paradox is an exercise in understanding rule-of-law
instruments more precisely. Individually and collectively, constitutions, treaties, statutes, and
other sources of law express a polity’s security interests as one dimension of democratic values.
Separate from their security value, constitutional values like freedom of expression, freedom of
religion, and other individual and societal liberties are worthy of government efforts to
adequately define, preserve, and promote. Likewise, the humanitarian and rule-of-law values
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embodied in international law on issues like genocide and torture stand independent of their
security value.
F. Strategic Reform of National Security Decision Making Processes
Congress and the president share constitutional responsibility for creating government
structures that generate sound foreign policy strategies and implementing policies. Since the 90th
Congress passed the National Security Act of 1947 to formally establish the NSC system,
Congress has occasionally reformed large parts of the national security community. The Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978,96 Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986,97 Homeland Security Act of 2002,98 and Intelligence Reform and
Terrorism Prevention Act of 200499 stand out.
Beginning with President Clinton in 1993,100 presidents have routinely involved many
more officials in NSC processes than Congress specified in 1947. This reflects, in part, both a
desire to include subject matter experts and a need to accommodate new entities like the
Department of Homeland Security and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff101 and Joint Intelligence Community Council102 are but two additional
entities that Congress created to accomplish important national security functions.
This more expansive and complex national security community is essentially a system of
systems that is challenging to operate, let alone improve. Officials may determine that mitigating
behavioral failures in their organizations is ineffective or counterproductive absent systemic
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reform. This places a burden on Congress to look beyond functional and structural national
security needs. Pursuing reforms to simplify national security processes and improve rule-of-law
outcomes makes behavioral failures an essential area of inquiry.

CONCLUSION
The field of decision science provides insights into human behavior that are essential to apply
to government organizations and national and international governance institutions. This Article
demonstrates both the benefits of applying existing research to U.S. foreign policy decisions and
the need for new research to better understand those decision-making environments. As the
prominence effect and other behavioral failures are better understood, policy makers, attorneys,
and other public officials can mitigate them more effectively.
Improvements in U.S. foreign policy decisions can be measured as increases in welfare
outcomes under transnational law. Mitigating behavioral failures brings policy decisions closer
to the humanitarian welfare goals expressed in law, thereby reducing the humanitarian paradox
and promoting the rule of law. As theoretical frameworks develop in this area, legal and other
professional communities are uniquely situated to identify and mitigate prominence. Such
academic and professional undertakings are inherently interdisciplinary and interconnected. The
hope is that advancing those undertakings together can more fully achieve the constitutional
aspiration to “secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”103
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